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            Call us for the Best Deal
 
(877) 554-8336
 
	Ultra quiet, commercial solution from Jura for the Giga platform
	4.3" touchscreen color display with Smart Connect
	10 programmable coffee strength levels
	10 programmable milk/milk foam temperature levels
	3 programmable brewing temperature levels 
	3 programmable hot water temperature levels
	HP3/CX2 Milk system
	Larger capacities for higher volume applications
	Dual ceramic grinders and two 22.9 oz bean hoppers with air tight lids
	Recipes and settings available to use either one or both grinders together
	169 oz water tank
	Used coffee box holds up to 40 drinks' worth of ground coffee
	Barista brewing function with 32 drink specialties
	Coffee/milk spouts adjust from 2.76 - 6.26 inches to fit many sized cups
	Fully automated cleaning and descaling programs
	Included from Jura: 2 Clearyl Pro Blue Water Filters


        

    


      

    
    
      
  
    
      
        
        
          Jura Giga X8 Professional Automatic Coffee Center

The Giga X8 Professional is built upon Jura's flagship Giga series and truly brings a world-class coffee experience to any office or light-commercial setting. The Giga X8 combines power, performance, and ease of use to offer higher capacities than are normally found on a traditional Jura espresso machine. With the power of two ceramic grinders, two stainless steel heating systems, two pumps, and two parallel fluid systems, the Jura Giga X8 Professional can quickly prepare a wide range of single or double-sized beverages from espressos and long coffees to lattes, macchiatos, and several other barista grade drinks. Controls are simple and intuitive and allow for easy programming of these fully automatic drinks for your business or restaurant. Jura has also increased the holding capacities to minimize the number of times one must pause to empty or refill. Jura product number 15392.

Dual Coffee Bean Hoppers and Grinders

The experience begins at the top of the Jura Giga X8 Professional with its innovative and stylish dual stainless steel bean hoppers. Place your two favorite roasts into the twin hoppers and choose which hopper you would like to feed the machine with utilizing a simple button press. If customers desire a half-caf option, fill one hopper with decaf and program a drink that uses beans from BOTH hoppers simultaneously to achieve the perfect blend of your favorite roasts. Each bean hopper can hold up to 23 ounces of roasted coffee beans. The dual ceramic disc grinders operate at a lower speed, meaning less noise pollution and the ceramic construction material equates to less heat production meaning fewer spoiled grinds due to the undesired introduction of heat to the ground coffee beans. The sturdy design of the new ceramic grinders allows you to brew up to 16 grams of your favorite roasts each and every time and features a five-level fineness adjustment to suit your particular needs.

Fine Foam Technology

With the touch of a single button, the Jura Giga X8 Professional delivers frothed milk and freshly ground and brewed beans directly into your cup in a matter of moments. As with its predecessors, the Giga X8's fine foam frother delivers foam that is both fine and compact with a creamy consistency and a subtle sweetness. The milk system should be cleaned each day, and the X8 will tell you when rinses or cleanings are necessary. We recommend Jura Cappuccino Cleaner to clean the milk system and remove deposits to improve operation and quality.

High Capacity Operation

The Jura Giga X8 Professional has been designed to accommodate higher volume applications, such as office environments or small cafes and restaurants. The water tank holds over 5 quarts of water, measuring in at 169 ounces. Each coffee bean hopper accepts 23 ounces of freshly roasted beans. The 2 grinders can be utilized together to help produce beverages more quickly, or they can each container separate coffee roasts. Depending on the beverage size and amount of milk, the Giga X8 Professional can produce 2 drinks in under 60 seconds for a very favorable turnaround time. In addition, the dump box for the used coffee grounds can hold up to 40 drinks' worth of pucks. The machine will display when this box needs to be emptied. We recommend the Giga X8 for applications needing up to 100 cups per day of production. Commercially sized cleaning and descaling products are available to reduce preventative maintenance costs.

Full-Color Touch Screen

Simplicity is a must for machines that need to serve many people. The simple-to-use rotary dial at the top of the machine rotates easily to your touch, allowing you to select from one of over 30 built-in coffee drinks to suit your tastes (12 of which can be programmed by you). The TFT screen also facilitates all of the Cleaning and Descaling programs, allowing you to monitor exactly what your Giga X8 is doing at any given moment.

Dual Stainless Steel ThermoBlock Design

The power plant of the Jura Giga X8 Professional Automatic Coffee Machine Center features an all-stainless steel dual ThermoBlock construction. A dual ThermoBlock design offers much faster warm-up times and delivers only the amount of heated water that you will need for your specific drink at a phenomenal 15-bar pressure rating! This design reduces waste, eliminates any lag time between espresso production and steamed milk production, eliminates stale water taste, and helps reduce scale build-up for longer life.

Additional Coffee Bypass Spout

For additional customization, such as brewing with a new roast of coffee, the Giga X8 also features a bypass spout that allows you to utilize a specialty bean or make a decaf coffee drink for your guests without having to change the contents of the bean hoppers.

Patented Variable Brewing Technology

Making the perfect cup of coffee is not just a matter of chance. The Jura Giga X8 Professional comes equipped with a variable brewing unit that gets the best out of your favorite blend or roast of coffee. Connoisseurs around the world  will appreciate Jura's attention to detail. They have included their intelligent pre-brew aroma system with this model, mixing just the right amount of water with the ground coffee immediately before the brewing process allowing the perfect amount of flavor infusion into your favorite coffee drink.

Advanced Water Filtration

The Jura Giga X8 Professional comes equipped with the CLEARYL Pro Blue water filtration system that prevents water impurities from entering sensitive areas of the machine and affecting the taste of your one-of-a-kind brew. This technology is part of the Jura Integrated Pure Water System (I.P.W.S ©) and is designed to be a hassle-free method of filtering your water. Jura includes 2 filters; however, regular replacement is highly recommended, especially when hard water is used. Routine maintenance, including descaling and coffee cleaning, must be performed as well, according to use.

Energy Saving Technology

With the Energy Save Mode (E.S.M), the Jura Giga X8's energy-saving technology can be activated to engage shortly after the last drink is made. The machine will reduce to a standby temperature, cutting electrical consumption by up to 40 percent. In addition, the zero energy switch disconnects the power supply entirely so no residual electricity is consumed while the machine is turned off.

For Use with Superautomatika®Blend

Super Automatic Espresso Coffee Centers like the Jura C60 brew their best coffee when using a bean designed for use in such a special machine. The greatest flavor and tallest crema are achieved when brewing with J.L. Hufford's signature Superautomatika Blend, the only coffee crafted specifically for super-automatic machines. Superautomatika is an artisanal blend of low-oil, medium to dark-roast espresso beans. It's usually tough to find a dark, fresh bean that is not also oily, and oily beans are notorious for killing super-automatic espresso machines. This specialty blend has been designed to keep your automatic espresso machine running for longer without sacrificing taste. When you purchase a Jura Automatic Espresso Machine through J.L. Hufford, a half-pound sample of this exclusive blend is included for you to try at no extra cost.
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Jura Clearyl Pro Blue Water Filter
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Jura Smart Connect
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Jura Cool Control Advanced Milk Cooler
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J.L. Hufford Superautomatika Blend Coffee
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        	Name:	Jura Giga X8 Professional (2022 Release)
	UPC:	794151411920
	Manufacturer:	Jura
	Model Number:	15392
	W x H x D:	14.5 x 22.25 x 19.5 inch
	 Weight:	42 lbs.
	Standby Power:	< 0.5 Watt
	Energy Save Mode:	Yes
	Display:	TFT Color Display
	# of Bean Hoppers:	2
	Capacity per Hopper:	22.9 oz
	P.E.P:	No
	Thermoblock Heating System:	2
	Milk Frothing:	Yes
	Fine Foam Technology:	Yes
	Water Tank Capacity:	169 oz
	Filter Cartridge:	CLEARYL Pro Blue
	Number of Grinders:	2
	Country:	Switzerland


      

    

  



    

    
        
      

  
    
      
        
          Instructions for use GIGA X7 Professional:
Instructions for use GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 6.4 MB)

Modo de empleo GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 6.3 MB)

Mode d'emploi GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 6.4 MB)

 
Technical Documentation GIGA X7 Professional:
Technical Documentation GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 888 KB)

Technische Dokumentation GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 935.9 KB)

Documentación técnica GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 888.4 KB)

Documentation Technique GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 888.6 KB)

Documentazione Tecnica GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 887.1 KB)

Technische Documentatie GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 886.7 KB)

Documentação Técnica GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 888.3 KB)

Техническая документация GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 892 KB)

Teknisk Dokumentation GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 886.9 KB)

 
Product information sheet GIGA X7 Professional:
Product information sheet GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 403.7 KB)
 
1-Year Jura Factory Warranty
Jura offers a three-tiered toll-free customer support service with evening week-day and even Saturday hours means that all of your pressing coffee questions get answered whenever you are in need. All new Jura Super Automatic units come standard with an exclusive 1 Year Manufacturer's Warranty with shipping included to and from the factory service center when installed within the contiguous 48 states. No other company currently matches this level of service.
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The experience begins at the top of the Jura Giga X8 Professional with its innovative and stylish dual stainless steel bean hoppers. Place your two favorite roasts into the twin hoppers and choose which hopper you would like to feed the machine with utilizing a simple button press. If customers desire a half-caf option, fill one hopper with decaf and program a drink that uses beans from BOTH hoppers simultaneously to achieve the perfect blend of your favorite roasts. Each bean hopper can hold up to 23 ounces of roasted coffee beans. The dual ceramic disc grinders operate at a lower speed, meaning less noise pollution and the ceramic construction material equates to less heat production meaning fewer spoiled grinds due to the undesired introduction of heat to the ground coffee beans. The sturdy design of the new ceramic grinders allows you to brew up to 16 grams of your favorite roasts each and every time and features a five-level fineness adjustment to suit your particular needs.

Fine Foam Technology

With the touch of a single button, the Jura Giga X8 Professional delivers frothed milk and freshly ground and brewed beans directly into your cup in a matter of moments. As with its predecessors, the Giga X8's fine foam frother delivers foam that is both fine and compact with a creamy consistency and a subtle sweetness. The milk system should be cleaned each day, and the X8 will tell you when rinses or cleanings are necessary. We recommend Jura Cappuccino Cleaner to clean the milk system and remove deposits to improve operation and quality.

High Capacity Operation

The Jura Giga X8 Professional has been designed to accommodate higher volume applications, such as office environments or small cafes and restaurants. The water tank holds over 5 quarts of water, measuring in at 169 ounces. Each coffee bean hopper accepts 23 ounces of freshly roasted beans. The 2 grinders can be utilized together to help produce beverages more quickly, or they can each container separate coffee roasts. Depending on the beverage size and amount of milk, the Giga X8 Professional can produce 2 drinks in under 60 seconds for a very favorable turnaround time. In addition, the dump box for the used coffee grounds can hold up to 40 drinks' worth of pucks. The machine will display when this box needs to be emptied. We recommend the Giga X8 for applications needing up to 100 cups per day of production. Commercially sized cleaning and descaling products are available to reduce preventative maintenance costs.

Full-Color Touch Screen

Simplicity is a must for machines that need to serve many people. The simple-to-use rotary dial at the top of the machine rotates easily to your touch, allowing you to select from one of over 30 built-in coffee drinks to suit your tastes (12 of which can be programmed by you). The TFT screen also facilitates all of the Cleaning and Descaling programs, allowing you to monitor exactly what your Giga X8 is doing at any given moment.

Dual Stainless Steel ThermoBlock Design

The power plant of the Jura Giga X8 Professional Automatic Coffee Machine Center features an all-stainless steel dual ThermoBlock construction. A dual ThermoBlock design offers much faster warm-up times and delivers only the amount of heated water that you will need for your specific drink at a phenomenal 15-bar pressure rating! This design reduces waste, eliminates any lag time between espresso production and steamed milk production, eliminates stale water taste, and helps reduce scale build-up for longer life.

Additional Coffee Bypass Spout

For additional customization, such as brewing with a new roast of coffee, the Giga X8 also features a bypass spout that allows you to utilize a specialty bean or make a decaf coffee drink for your guests without having to change the contents of the bean hoppers.

Patented Variable Brewing Technology

Making the perfect cup of coffee is not just a matter of chance. The Jura Giga X8 Professional comes equipped with a variable brewing unit that gets the best out of your favorite blend or roast of coffee. Connoisseurs around the world  will appreciate Jura's attention to detail. They have included their intelligent pre-brew aroma system with this model, mixing just the right amount of water with the ground coffee immediately before the brewing process allowing the perfect amount of flavor infusion into your favorite coffee drink.

Advanced Water Filtration

The Jura Giga X8 Professional comes equipped with the CLEARYL Pro Blue water filtration system that prevents water impurities from entering sensitive areas of the machine and affecting the taste of your one-of-a-kind brew. This technology is part of the Jura Integrated Pure Water System (I.P.W.S ©) and is designed to be a hassle-free method of filtering your water. Jura includes 2 filters; however, regular replacement is highly recommended, especially when hard water is used. Routine maintenance, including descaling and coffee cleaning, must be performed as well, according to use.

Energy Saving Technology

With the Energy Save Mode (E.S.M), the Jura Giga X8's energy-saving technology can be activated to engage shortly after the last drink is made. The machine will reduce to a standby temperature, cutting electrical consumption by up to 40 percent. In addition, the zero energy switch disconnects the power supply entirely so no residual electricity is consumed while the machine is turned off.

For Use with Superautomatika®Blend

Super Automatic Espresso Coffee Centers like the Jura C60 brew their best coffee when using a bean designed for use in such a special machine. The greatest flavor and tallest crema are achieved when brewing with J.L. Hufford's signature Superautomatika Blend, the only coffee crafted specifically for super-automatic machines. Superautomatika is an artisanal blend of low-oil, medium to dark-roast espresso beans. It's usually tough to find a dark, fresh bean that is not also oily, and oily beans are notorious for killing super-automatic espresso machines. This specialty blend has been designed to keep your automatic espresso machine running for longer without sacrificing taste. When you purchase a Jura Automatic Espresso Machine through J.L. Hufford, a half-pound sample of this exclusive blend is included for you to try at no extra cost.
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Jura Clearyl Pro Blue Water Filter
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Jura Smart Connect
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Jura Cool Control Advanced Milk Cooler
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J.L. Hufford Superautomatika Blend Coffee
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        	Name:	Jura Giga X8 Professional (2022 Release)
	UPC:	794151411920
	Manufacturer:	Jura
	Model Number:	15392
	W x H x D:	14.5 x 22.25 x 19.5 inch
	 Weight:	42 lbs.
	Standby Power:	< 0.5 Watt
	Energy Save Mode:	Yes
	Display:	TFT Color Display
	# of Bean Hoppers:	2
	Capacity per Hopper:	22.9 oz
	P.E.P:	No
	Thermoblock Heating System:	2
	Milk Frothing:	Yes
	Fine Foam Technology:	Yes
	Water Tank Capacity:	169 oz
	Filter Cartridge:	CLEARYL Pro Blue
	Number of Grinders:	2
	Country:	Switzerland


    



            

            

        

        
            
                
                    
    
        
            Use, Care & Warranty
        
        
    


                

                
                    


    
        
            Instructions for use GIGA X7 Professional:
Instructions for use GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 6.4 MB)

Modo de empleo GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 6.3 MB)

Mode d'emploi GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 6.4 MB)

 
Technical Documentation GIGA X7 Professional:
Technical Documentation GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 888 KB)

Technische Dokumentation GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 935.9 KB)

Documentación técnica GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 888.4 KB)

Documentation Technique GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 888.6 KB)

Documentazione Tecnica GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 887.1 KB)

Technische Documentatie GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 886.7 KB)

Documentação Técnica GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 888.3 KB)

Техническая документация GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 892 KB)

Teknisk Dokumentation GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 886.9 KB)

 
Product information sheet GIGA X7 Professional:
Product information sheet GIGA X7 Professional (PDF, 403.7 KB)
 
1-Year Jura Factory Warranty
Jura offers a three-tiered toll-free customer support service with evening week-day and even Saturday hours means that all of your pressing coffee questions get answered whenever you are in need. All new Jura Super Automatic units come standard with an exclusive 1 Year Manufacturer's Warranty with shipping included to and from the factory service center when installed within the contiguous 48 states. No other company currently matches this level of service.
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Shopify = window.Shopify || {};
Shopify.shop = Shopify.shop || 'j-l-hufford.myshopify.com';
!function(t){var e=function(e){var n,a;(n=t.createElement("script")).type="text/javascript",n.async=!0,n.src=e,(a=t.getElementsByTagName("script")[0]).parentNode.insertBefore(n,a)};e("https://d5zu2f4xvqanl.cloudfront.net/4/fe/loader_2.js?shop=j-l-hufford.myshopify.com"),setTimeout(function(){window.tdfInited||(window.altcdn=1,e("/apps/sap/fe/loader_2.js?shop=j-l-hufford.myshopify.com"))},1520)}(document);
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    Sign up to receive special deals & new arrivals info.



	To sign up for SMS messaging, text JOIN to (207) 548-5634
    

    By signing up via text, you agree to receive marketing messages at the number provided.
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